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Abstract: A tornado occurred in Angus, Ontario, during the late afternoon hours of 17 June 2014. The authors conducted a
damage investigation on the morning following the storm. The damage indicators support the classiﬁcation of the tornado as an
EF-2 on the Enhanced Fujita Scale, including the observation of several complete roof failures of recently-constructed, woodframe houses. Most of the damage to residential homes was contained along two streets, with the tornado appearing to have
gone down the backyards between the two. In total, 101 houses were observed to have sustained some level of damage. The
evidence suggests that the quality of construction likely affected the performance of failed roofs. A detailed fragility analysis was
conducted to assess wind speeds associated with these failures of the roof-to-wall connections. An overturned and lofted box
truck provided the opportunity to correlate this failure with adjacent, repetitive failures of roof sheathing, shingles, and garage doors.
Key words: tornadoes, EF-Scale, wood-frame houses, low-rise buildings, wind loads.
Résumé : Une tornade s’est produite à Angus en Ontario, au cours des dernières heures de l’après-midi du 17 juin 2014. Les
auteurs ont mené une enquête sur les dommages le lendemain matin de la tempête. Les indicateurs de dommage confortent la
classiﬁcation de la tornade comme « EF-2 » sur l’échelle de Fujita améliorée, y compris l’observation de plusieurs défaillances
totales de toit de maisons à charpente de bois construites récemment. La plupart des dommages aux résidences étaient conﬁnés
le long de deux rues, du mê me coup la tornade semblait avoir descendu les arrière-cours entre les deux rues. Au total, on a
observé 101 maisons ayant subi un certain niveau de dommage. Les données montrent que la qualité de la construction a
vraisemblablement eu une incidence sur le rendement des toits endommagés. Une analyse en détail sur la fragilité a été réalisée
aﬁn d’évaluer les vitesses du vent associées aux défaillances des raccordements toit-murs. Un camion à caisson renversé et
projeté en hauteur a fourni l’occasion de corréler cette défaillance aux défaillances adjacentes et répétitives de voligeages, de
bardeaux de toit et de portes de garage. [Traduit par la Rédaction]
Mots-clés : tornades, échelle de Fujita améliorée, maisons à charpente en bois, bâtiment bas, surcharges dues au vent.

Introduction
Wind speeds in tornadoes are rarely measured; rather, they are
assessed indirectly by examining the damage following the storm
and estimating the wind speeds that could have caused the damage. The original basis for this was the Fujita Scale (Fujita 1971),
which was modiﬁed into the Enhanced-Fujita Scale (EF-Scale) by
Texas Tech University (WSEC 2006). One of the strengths of Fujita’s
original scale was how it grouped typical damage observations. For
example, for F2 tornadoes, the scale indicates that there should be
“considerable damage [including] roofs torn off frame houses;
mobile homes demolished; large trees snapped or uprooted …
cars lift off ground.” In the Fujita Scale, this level of damage falls
into a wind speed range of 190–260 km/h (3 s gust speeds; see
WSEC 2006 for details). However, it was generally accepted that
there were some issues with this scale, particularly with the wind
speeds at the high end of the scale, a lack of recognition of differences in construction, and over-simpliﬁcation of the damage descriptions (SPC 2016). The Enhanced-Fujita (EF) Scale attempted to
address these. The EF-Scale reduced the wind speeds at the top of
the scale signiﬁcantly, brought in many more Damage Indicators
(DIs), and introduced the concept of Degrees of Damage (DODs),
which are the possible states of damage for each DI (WSEC 2006).

Table 1 provides the DOD descriptions for one- and two-family residences (100–500 m2), which correspond to typical North American,
wood-frame houses. Table 2 provides the EF-Scale wind speeds, as
adopted in Canada. Note that Canada uses a modiﬁed version of the
United States (US) EF-Scale (WSEC 2006), with slightly different wind
speeds and additional and revised DIs and DODs (Sills et al. 2014).
Included with DOD tables for each of the DIs are estimated wind
speed ranges, which were obtained by an ‘expert elicitation’ process (WSEC 2006; Mehta 2013). For example, for the one- and twofamily residences shown in Table 1, DOD-6 is “Large sections of
roof structure removed; most walls remain standing” with an
expected wind speed of 195 km/h, a lower-bound wind speed of
165 km/h, and an upper-bound of 230 km/h. For this particular
DOD, the WSEC (2006) report states that “if only the roof structure
of the two-story residence is uplifted by a storm and the exterior
walls remain in place (DOD-6), the expected wind speed of the
storm at that location is estimated to be 122 mph [198 km/h]. The
reported value could vary from 104 to 142 mph [169 to 230 km/h]
depending on circumstances. Large overhangs (greater than [0.6 m]),
improper toe nailing (two nails instead of three) … would suggest a wind speed less than 122 mph [198 km/h] but not less than
104 mph [169 km/h]. Use of hurricane clips … suggest a wind speed
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Table 1. Degree-of-damage (DOD) descriptions and expected wind speeds for one- and two-family residences (100–500 m2), as adopted in Canada.
Expected Lower Upper
value
bound bound
(km/h)
(km/h) (km/h)

Degree-of-damage Damage description
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1
2
3
4

Threshold of visible damage
105
Loss of roof covering material (less than 20%), gutters and (or) awning; loss of vinyl or metal siding 125
Broken glass in doors and windows
155
Uplift of roof deck and loss of signiﬁcant roof covering material (20% or more); collapse of
155
chimney; garage doors collapse inward; failure of porch or carport
Entire house shifts off foundation
195
Large sections of roof structure removed; most walls remain standing
195
Exterior walls collapsed
210
Most walls collapsed, except small interior rooms
245
All walls collapsed
275
Destruction of engineered and (or) well-constructed residence; slab swept clean
320

5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2. Comparison of the Fujita and EF-Scale
wind speeds.*

Category

Fujita Scale
(WSEC 2006)**,
km/h

EF-Scale
(Sills et al. 2014),
km/h

0
1
2
3
4
5

70–125
125–190
190–260
260–335
335–420
420–510

90–130
135–175
180–220
225–265
270–310
315 or more

*Three second gust speeds.
**Rounded to nearest 5 km/h.

higher than 122 mph [198 km/h] but not greater than 142 mph
[230 km/h]. The EF-Scale rating would be the category containing
the estimated wind speed for this degree of damage.” This will be
examined in some detail in the current study.
Analysis of wind loads on houses in straight-line winds has been
conducted since Jensen’s (1958) pioneering research (see Surry
1999 for a discussion of Jensen’s work). It is well known that,
beyond the effects of roof-to-wall connections discussed by WSEC
(2006; quoted above), terrain, roof and building shape, openings
in the building envelope all affect the wind loads, and therefore,
failure-inducing wind speeds, signiﬁcantly. However, these parameters are not included in EF-Scale evaluations at present. It should be
noted, however, that in Canada roof shape is partially considered
since a note that goes with Table 1 states that for “hip roofs[s], increase toward upper-bound wind speed for DOD-4 and DOD-6.”
Recent research has focussed on using highly detailed damage
surveys to examine correlations of adjacent damage and assess
possible wind speeds using recent research ﬁndings (e.g., Roueche
and Prevatt 2013). The tornado in Angus, Ontario, on 17 June 2014
provides another opportunity for this. The Angus tornado occurred
in an area with many residential, wood-frame houses. Many of the
houses that were damaged had been recently constructed, typically
less than three years old. As described below, the damage varied
from shingle and siding failures to complete roof and wall failures,
with a box truck that was lofted and overturned. The objective of this
paper is to present the statistics of the damage observations,
together with an emphasis on the correlation between repetitive
failures with analyses of wind speeds based on boundary layer
wind tunnel, full-scale component, and full-scale structural tests.

Damage observations
Overview of the storm
During the late afternoon hours of 17 June, intense thunderstorms developed in advance of a cold front moving through
southern Ontario, spawning two tornadoes and a downburst. The
most severe of these events was the tornado that began just west

85
100
125
130

130
155
185
185

165
165
180
205
230
265

225
230
245
285
320
355

of Angus and continued to cause up to EF2 damage as it tracked
east. The tornado dissipated shortly after it passed through the
southwestern edge of the City of Barrie, having travelled a total
distance of 20.8 km with a maximum width of damage of about
300 m. Three minor injuries were recorded. Insured losses were
reported by the Insurance Bureau of Canada (2014) to be at least
$30 million, mostly associated with damage in the Angus area.
Overview of the damage in Angus
Figure 1 shows the survey area within Angus and the locations
of houses with damage. Much of the damage was located on two
streets, Stonemount Cres. and Banting Cres., and that away from
these two streets there was only scattered, light damage. The aerial photograph in Fig. 1a shows this clearly. In total, 101 houses
were identiﬁed with visible damage. Figure 1 also shows that there
were 11 houses that lost their roofs, and that these were located in
close proximity to each other on Stonemount Cres. In addition,
many (eight) of the roof sheathing failures occurred close to these
complete roof failures on Stonemount Cres., with only three
sheathing failures observed on Banting Cres. The difference in the
damage level on these two streets is dramatic, as can be seen in
Fig. 1a. It was observed that most of the debris was conﬁned to the
backyards between these two streets. The centre of the tornado
track appeared to be between these two streets, but likely closer to
Stonemount Cres.
The width of the most signiﬁcant damage was estimated to be
about 25–30 m, while the overall width of the threshold of damage in this area was about 200 m. Surrounding the surveyed area,
tree damage was found both to the west and to the east of the
highly damaged area, and tended to be in line with the damage
through the backyards. The part of the tornado path that exhibited DOD-6 damage to houses in Angus (i.e., which is nominally EF-2) extended for about 300 m. Examining the damage
patterns and movement of debris, it appeared as though the tornado core was quite narrow since the damage was mostly contained within the backyards. In fact, the debris from Banting Cres.
houses did not appear anywhere on this street; rather, the
sheathing and shingles went in a northerly direction (towards
Stonemount Cres.), and almost certainly in a north-easterly direction. This is likely the source of debris that broke the windows on
the south-side (backyards) of the Stonemount Cres. houses, discussed below. However, the fences and other debris originating in
the backyards could also be the source of debris for these broken
windows. We also note that there was some debris (not much, but
some) on the north-side of properties on Stonemount Cres. This is
consistent with a vortex translation speed that must have been
relatively high compared to its rotational speed because of the
convergent debris pattern, as suggested by Bunting and Smith’s
(1993) model for fast-moving tornadoes (see their ﬁg. 4). Using the
translation speed of the parent mesocyclone as a proxy leads to an
estimated tornado translation speed of about 65 km/h (18 m/s). This,
Published by NRC Research Press
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Fig. 1. (a) Aerial photograph of the primary damage (source: Ian
McInroy/Barrie Examiner, used with permission), and (b) a summary of
all damage observations in Angus, ON, from survey of 18 June 2014
using an image from Google Earth. Red symbols indicate global roof
failure, green symbols indicate roof sheathing failures (while the roof
structure remained in place), and yellow symbols indicate all other
damage. Note that construction was still occurring in this neighbourhood,
so not all houses appear in the damage map. [Colour online.]
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Table 3. Summary of damage observations.
Damage observation

DOD

Quantity

Roof structural failure
Roof sheathing
Garage doors
Porch columns
Broken windows
Shingles

6
4
4
4
3
2
4
2
2
—
n/a
n/a
n/a

11
11
9
4
23
32
16
36
28
9
4
38
1
101

Fascia/sofﬁts/eaves
Siding
Walls (structural)
Bricks
Debris impact
Box truck lofted/overturned
Total houses

Fig. 2. House with observed roof and wall failure (source: the
authors). [Colour online.]

together with a damage width of about 200 m suggests a duration of
high winds (i.e., above the threshold of damage) of about 10 s, at
most, for any particular location.
As described above, there were a variety of different levels of
damage found for the 101 houses identiﬁed with visible damage.
Table 3 summarizes the observed damage. In the table, roof failure indicates the complete removal of the roof from the walls, i.e.,
failure of the toe-nailed, roof-to-wall connections (RTWC). When
this type of failure occurs, the roof usually ﬂies off of the walls.
However, toe-nail failures do not always lead to ﬂight of the roof,
as shown in Kopp et al. (2012). Such failures can only be identiﬁed
by examining connections within the house, which was not done
in the current study. Debris impacts that cause large openings are
often related to structural roof failures (Morrison et al. 2014) by
elevating the internal pressure (Kopp et al. 2008). Here, ‘debris
impact’ indicates the number of houses where there was impact
damage (of any kind).
Structural roof failures
The most severe damage observed was roof structural failure.
Houses that experience roof structural failure are usually con-

demned and demolished. Most of these also lose the majority of
their contents due to rain and wind damage. Ten of the eleven
houses with complete roof failure had the roof becoming detached and blowing off of the walls. On the other house, the roof
was displaced, but did not blow off. The blown-off roofs travelled
in an east-southeasterly direction, along with other debris, and, in
some cases, impacted adjacent houses. In all of the houses that had
complete roof failure, there was at least one broken window on a
single wall (on their south-side in the backyard), which appears to
have played a signiﬁcant role in these failures, as discussed below.
As seen in Figs. 1 and 2, many of the houses that lost their roofs
were adjacent to each other indicating that the wind speeds were
consistently above the threshold for this failure at this location. In
addition, the authors examined the connections for all of the
failed roof trusses that could be identiﬁed on the ground (and
from high-resolution photographs of those remaining on the roof
that could be seen from the street or backyard) and it was found
that practically all of the toe-nailed roof-to-wall connections (RTWC)
were below code requirements, with cases of zero, one, and two
nails in the connections, rather than the code-required three.
However, only a relatively small number of RTWC could be deﬁnitively identiﬁed, so any conclusions based solely on this evidence
is tentative. (There is additional evidence of poor construction
quality associated with wall failures, which is discussed further below.)
Figure 3 shows an example of one roof truss, with evidence of only a
single nail being used in the connection. Thus, improperly toe-nailed
RTWC undoubtedly played a role in (at least some of) the roof failures.
Further evidence for issues with quality of construction is provided in Fig. 4, which shows one of the structural wall failures. In
this case, the second-ﬂoor wall was not fastened to the ﬂoor and it
is likely that the pressure caused by wind sucked the unfastened
wall outwards. A similar issue was found for the wall failure in
Fig. 2, although the number of fasteners could not be identiﬁed.
Published by NRC Research Press
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Fig. 3. Roof truss from a house with a structural roof failure. This
roof truss had only one toe-nail in the connection, rather than the
code-required three (source: the authors). [Colour online.]

Fig. 4. Wall failure due to missing inter-storey connections (source:
the authors). [Colour online.]
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Roof sheathing, shingles, and garage doors
Of the remaining damaged houses (i.e., not counting those with
structural roof failure), 11 had at least one roof sheathing panel
failure. Variable numbers of panels failed, with about a third of
the houses losing only one panel and another third losing multiple panels. Houses with similar numbers of panel failures were
grouped closely together with many of the houses having missing
panels being located near houses that had lost their roof. This
indicates that the tornado wind speeds may have been more intense in these locations or that the construction quality issues also
applied to the sheathing. However, examining the sheathing panels found in the debris, the nail sizes exceeded the code minimum
values of 51 mm (6d) in length, with mostly 63 mm (8d) nails found.
The failed-panel locations on the roof varied from house to house;
however, there were some similarities between adjacent houses,
with some repeated patterns. These patterns were more pronounced with the shingle loss than the sheathing loss (due to
greater numbers). Figure 1a shows that there was a repetitive
pattern of shingle failures on Banting Cres., which suggests that
the wind speed was fairly constant along the bulk of this street. On
the front side of these houses, nine garage doors were observed to
have failed. Examining the debris ﬁeld, it appears probable that
these failures were due to pressure and not to debris impacts.
Regarding the repetitive failures of shingles, sheathing and garage doors, DOD-4 indicates “uplift of roof deck and loss of significant roof covering material (20% or more); collapse of chimney;
garage doors collapse inward; failure of porch or carport.” This is
precisely what has been observed on Banting Cres. The EF-Scale
suggests that this level of damage is associated with wind speeds
in the range from 130 to 185 km/h, and an ‘expected’ value of
155 km/h (Table 1). This is in the EF-1 range of wind speeds (Table 2), an
issue that is examined further below.
Vehicles
One of the interesting failures in Angus was a U-Haul box truck
that was overturned by the wind. In fact, the evidence suggests that
the truck was lofted, clipping one car as it went over two parked cars
in the adjacent driveway, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The truck’s ramp
remained on the front lawn suggesting that the vehicle had been
parked there. Like for the ﬂight of the roofs, the direction of the
truck motion was in an east-southeasterly direction. No evidence
of sliding was observed. Limited experimental evidence suggests
that lofting a vehicle requires higher wind speeds than sliding or
overturning (Haan et al. 2011). No other vehicles were observed to
have moved in the storm, although homeowners were not contacted about this.

Fragility analysis of roof failures
Overview of the approach
In this section, failure-inducing wind speeds for both roof
sheathing and complete roof failures in Angus are estimated using a fragility-analysis approach.

In total, there were 38 houses that were observed to have experienced debris impact damage. This category varied with some
houses taking heavy damage from many pieces of debris, while
others had less damage. In total, there were eight houses that
clearly experienced debris impact from large portions of roofs.
Impacts to siding and windows were common among the houses
along the storm track. In total, 23 houses had window damage (and
higher numbers had siding damage). Of particular note is that all
houses that had complete roof failure had broken window(s) on
one wall. Siding damage consisted of numerous cuts, tears, and
dents, with roof structural members often penetrating the walls.

Limit states
In the current analysis, failure for toe-nailed RTWCs is deﬁned
as failure of simultaneous, multiple RTWCs that have an effective
area, AE, over which they effectively act as a single unit. This assumption is consistent with damage observations discussed above and
with full-scale laboratory experiments (e.g., Morrison et al. 2012;
Henderson et al. 2013) and other analyses (e.g., Rosowsky and
Cheng 1999). In the present analysis, the minimum effective wind
area is assumed to be one-third of the length of the house, L1,
times half of the roof width, L2, as shown in Fig. 6. The deﬁnition
of wind direction, , employed in the wind tunnel test for the
measurement of the pressure coefﬁcients used for the calculation
of wind loads are also presented in Fig. 6. Considering the wind
directions suggested by the failure and debris ﬂight observations,
along with Bunting and Smith’s (1993) model for fast-moving torPublished by NRC Research Press
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Fig. 5. Lofted and overturned U-Haul box truck with its likely direction of
motion through the air indicated by the yellow arrows. The red circles
indicate the ramp and for-sale sign while the orange circle indicates
the location of greatest impact. Repetitive shingle, roof sheathing and
garage door failures can also be seen in the photograph (source: Ian
McInroy/Barrie Examiner, used with permission). [Colour online.]
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2009; Morrison and Kopp 2011; Khan et al. 2012). Of particular
interest for the current study, Morrison and Kopp (2011) applied
ramp and realistic ﬂuctuating wind loads to toe-nailed connections with sufﬁcient numbers of specimens (approximately 20 for
each loading rate) to examine failure mechanisms as well as to
obtain statistically reliable capacities for both code-compliant
connections (three nails per connection) and those with missing
nails. These authors found that the toe-nail connection capacities
are independent of loading rate, so the statistics for all of their
ramp loading rates were combined for the current analysis. The
resistance statistics for code-compliant connections are R0mean =
2826 N, with a coefﬁcient of variation (CV), R0CV = 0.21, while
values for RTWCs with missing nails are discussed below. (Note that,
at the maximum tested loading rate of 32 kN/min used by Morrison
and Kopp (2011), the mean capacity is reached in about 5 s, which is
the same order of magnitude as the rate of load increase for this
tornado.) In the current analysis, R0 is modeled as a lognormal
variate based on Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978). This results in the
distribution function, F(R0), given by
(2)

Fig. 6. Tributary area deﬁnitions used for fragility analysis of
roof-to-wall connection failures.

nadoes, roof failures were encompassed by the wind directions in
the range provided in Fig. 6 (0 degrees, or easterly-winds for this
tornado, through to 90 degrees, or northerly). Based on the RTWC
failures observed in Angus, three combinations of the effective
tributary area, L1 + R1, L1 + L2 + L3, R1 + R2 + R3 are considered.
The limit state function, z, can be written as
(1)

z⫽R⫺W⫹D

where R is resistance of the multiple RTWCs within the combined
effective tributary area, W is wind load acting on the same area,
and D is dead load. Failure occurs when z < 0.
Failure is deﬁned similarly for the sheathing panels, using the
same equation. However, the wind loads, resistance and dead
loads are all modiﬁed to consider appropriate values for 1.2 m ×
2.4 m plywood panels. In addition, a single sheathing panel failure
is considered instead of multiple panel failures. This is because
the change of internal pressure due to a sequential loss of sheathing panels cannot be correctly considered without many potentially unrealistic assumptions with the current analytical method,
which does not consider the time series of tornado wind pressures.
Resistance statistics
Published experiments have revealed failure modes and capacities for toe-nailed RTWCs (e.g., Cheng 2004; Shanmugam et al.

关

共

兲/兹ln共1 ⫹ R 兲兴

2
F(R0) ⫽ ⌽ ln R0 ⫺ ln 1/ 兹1 ⫹ R0CV

2
0CV

where ⌽(•) denotes the standard normal distribution function
(Melchers 1999). Since the sample value of resistance, R0, using the
statistics mentioned above is for individual RTWCs, the sample R
in eq. (1) is obtained from R = 兺R0,i, where the summation is over
all RTWCs within the effective area, assuming that the truss spacing of the roof system is 0.6 m. This has the effect of reducing the
variance of the roof capacity compared to that of individual connections (Rosowsky and Cheng 1999). With this assumed truss
spacing, there will be six fasteners in the minimum effective wind
area for gable roofs (e.g., L1 or R1) and non-corner hip roof zones
(e.g., L2 or R2). In the corner zone for hip roofs (e.g., L1 or R1), there
are 14 fasteners each.
The capacity of sheathing panels was based on the experimental results obtained by Henderson et al. (2013) and Gavanski et al.
(2014), who examined sheathing panel failures by applying ramp
and realistic ﬂuctuating wind loads to 11.1 mm thickness OSB
panels fastened to 2 × 4 timber trusses in several fastener arrangements and fastener types. Considering the fasteners found during
the damage survey and the National Building Code of Canada
(NBCC 2010), the analysis focussed on 6d and 8d spiral nails with
spacing of 150 mm on-centre (o.c.) along edge supports and 300 mm
o.c. along intermediate supports (which will be denoted as the
‘150/300’ spacing in the rest of this manuscript). The sheathing
panel capacity, R, is also modeled as a lognormal variate using
eq. (2) with the statistical information of Rmean = 2670 Pa and RCV =
0.14 for 6d spiral nails and Rmean = 4120 Pa and RCV = 0.10 for 8d
spiral nails.
Wind loads
To consider the net wind loading, external pressures acting
on the exterior roof surfaces and internal pressure caused by a
dominant opening on a wall are considered. In the present work,
experimentally-measured wind loads, obtained in a boundary layer
wind tunnel, are used. Wind loads in tornadoes have differences
compared to those in the straight-line winds. For example, Haan
et al. (2010) found that the uplift coefﬁcients on a low-rise, gableroof building are increased by a factor of 1.8 to 3.2 in their experimental results using a tornado-vortex simulator, which was used
by Amini and van de Lindt (2013) in their fragility analysis. However, this increase includes the static-pressure drop in the tornado
vortex, which would not apply to net upload when there is a
dominant opening in the wall or even when there is leakage
(which all houses have) and the vortex core is signiﬁcantly larger
than the plan dimensions of the house. Thus, differences in net
Published by NRC Research Press
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Fig. 7. Cpe variation for G6/12 and H6/12, neigh 1, suburban, 2-story house for RTWC failure.

wind load coefﬁcients applicable for roof failures are likely to be
substantially smaller than the Haan et al. (2010) results suggest. In
addition to differences in the spatial distribution of static-pressure,
tornadoes also have signiﬁcantly different vertical wind components compared to straight-line winds. Wu and Kopp (2016) found
that the uplift coefﬁcient on a ﬂat roof building is increased by
about 20% for upwardly-directed velocity ﬂuctuations in their analysis of straight-line wind loads, which would change failure-inducing
wind speeds by about 10%. However, there is no available data for
gable or hip-roofed houses to assess this, including knowledge of
the vertical angles of the wind in actual tornadoes. In the current
work, no adjustments are made for the tornado wind ﬁeld, primarily because of a lack of data, along with the above arguments.
It seems probable that this assumption is reasonable for regions of
tornadic wind ﬁelds outside of the vortex core where the wind direction is largely horizontal. Notwithstanding this, further work is
clearly needed with respect to tornadic wind loads.
The wind load is determined as
(3)

W ⫽ 0.613V2 × (Cpe ⫺ ␥Cpi) × AE × cos(␤)

where V is the wind speed referenced to a 3 s gust wind speed
measured at mean roof height, h, in the upstream terrain employed in the wind tunnel tests (i.e., open terrain, z0 = 0.03 m, and
suburban terrain, z0 = 0.23 m), Cpe is external pressure coefﬁcient,
and Cpi is internal pressure coefﬁcient. The correlation factor for
peak values between Cpe and Cpi is ␥, ␤ is roof slope, and 0.613V2
is the velocity pressure calculated assuming the density of air, , is
1.226 kg/m3. The vertical component of the wind load applied for
RTWC failure is obtained by multiplying by cos(␤) in eq. (3).
The wind speed, V, deﬁned in the EF-Scale is a 3 s gust wind
speed measured at the building height, in the same terrain as the
building. This is also the wind speed used in the current study. It
is important to note that Kosiba and Wurman (2013) have shown
using radar data that the most intense winds in a tornado could be
at 5 m or lower. This is in contrast to synoptic-scale atmospheric
boundary layers where the highest wind speeds are typically hundreds of metres above ground level. The effects of terrain roughness on tornadoes are unknown and likely to be different from
those in the atmospheric boundary layer. Thus, it is most logical
to assess the wind speeds most directly related to the failure, which
for roof failures on houses would be the roof height wind speed
without any adjustment for terrain, as done originally by Fujita.
The statistical information for Cpe was calculated using the
wind tunnel study of Gavanski et al. (2013). Since simultaneous
wind speeds were not measured in the experiments, the measured coefﬁcients, which were referenced to a wind tunnel mean
wind speed, were converted to an equivalent 3 s gust speed reference. It is the variation of these 3 s gust-speed-referenced pressure
coefﬁcients that is used in the current paper. Implicit in this is
that quasi-steady theory holds, which is reasonable for areaaverages, based on the analysis of Wu and Kopp (2016). We would
add that, for short duration events like this one, shorter duration

Fig. 8. Cpi variation for Angus house conﬁguration for both RTWC
and sheathing panel failure (6/12, suburban, 2-story house).

gusts would likely be more representative of failure wind speeds
since the wind speed is continuously and rapidly changing. This
could be done using quasi-steady theory, but one would need to
obtain instantaneously varying pressure coefﬁcients by measuring pressures and wind speeds simultaneously, as done by Wu and
Kopp (2016), and conduct the analysis with pressure coefﬁcients
formed with these instantaneous wind speeds. Then, a separate
analysis of how the instantaneous speed relates to 3 s speeds could
be conducted based on possible wind ﬁeld models for the tornado.
Such analyses are left to future work because of the lack of currentlyavailable data.
The Gavanski et al. (2013) wind tunnel study included various
roof slopes (5/12, 6/12, 7/12, 9/12, 12/12), eave heights (1, 2, and
3 storeys), and terrain conditions (open, suburban) for gable- and
hip-roofed houses that are both isolated and surrounded by the
other houses of the same dimensions. For the global-roof-failure
calculations, area-averaged pressure coefﬁcients, CpeA, for the three
combined effective tributary areas were obtained using the point
pressure time histories, with peak coefﬁcients shown in Fig. 7. For
the sheathing-failure calculations, CpeA was calculated for all the
possible locations of the sheathing panels on the roof considered
in Gavanski et al. (2013).
The building internal pressure, Cpi, was based on an assumed
dominant opening of a size of 1.2 m × 1.2 m, typical of windows for
the houses in Angus. This opening was assumed to be located near
the centre of the side wall, consistent with the damage observations, which leads to the variation of Cpi versus wind direction
depicted in Fig. 8. (The area of the overhangs was included with
the internal pressures, which were assumed to act on the ceiling
between the living space and the attic and also on the overhangs.)
The internal pressure coefﬁcients were obtained by considering
the wall-pressure time series from one of the tested models in the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) aerodynamics database — see Ho et al. (2005) – with L × W × heave =
19.1 m × 12.2 m × 5.5 m.
Both the area-averaged, external CpeA, and internal, CpiA, peak
pressure coefﬁcients are assumed to follow Gumbel distribution,
which is given by:
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Fig. 9. Variation of ␥ with respect to wind direction, . The solid black line is a smoothed curve ﬁt, which is used in the current
analysis.

(4)

F(x) ⫽ exp{⫺exp[⫺␣(x ⫺ u)]}

where x is either CpeA or CpiA, ␣ and u are the scale and location
parameters that can be determined by the least-squares method.
Figure 7 shows the peak coefﬁcients that correspond to the 50th
percentile (i.e., median) for the effective tributary areas of AE = L1 +
R1, L1 + L2 + L3, and R1 + R2 + R3.
Since the peak external and internal pressures were not measured simultaneously, the correlation between the peaks, ␥, must
be assessed to obtain the peak, net wind loads. To obtain ␥ for
RTWC failure, wind tunnel data measured on the roof and walls
simultaneously were utilized for this purpose, using the same
data as were used to assess the internal pressure coefﬁcients. The
area-averaged Cpe time series for the effective roof areas were cut
into 10 equal segments and the minima were obtained from each
segment. With CpiA time series obtained on the side wall as explained above, CpiA values corresponding to these 10 CpeA minima
were selected and the mean value was calculated. This is denoted
as CpiAmean. At the same time, the worst single peak was also
found from CpiA time series, which is denoted as CpiApeak. Then, ␥
was obtained from the ratio, CpiAmean/CpiApeak. This was repeated
for all wind directions and roof zones. The ␥ variations with wind
direction for L1 + R1, L1 + L2 + L3, and R1 + R2 + R3 are presented in
Fig. 9. For sheathing panel failure analysis in particular, simultaneous external and internal pressure coefﬁcients would be useful,
but are unavailable for buildings of this size, with these roof
shapes. Since only the ﬁrst sheathing panel failure is considered
in this analysis, a constant value of ␥ = 0.85 regardless the location
of panel and wind direction was used, based on the results from
Kopp et al. (2008). This approach is consistent with existing, codebased fragility analyses of sheathing failures.
Dead load
The dead load is the weight of the components of the roof. For
RTWC failure, the statistics used here are assumed to be the same
as previous studies (Ellingwood et al. 2004; Li and Ellingwood
2006), i.e., the dead load is assumed to be normally distributed
with a mean of 717 Pa (= D0mean) and a coefﬁcient of variation, CV,
of 0.1(= D0CV), using:
(5)

F(D) ⫽ ⌽[(D0 ⫺ D0mean)/D0,SD] ⫽ ⌽[(D0 ⫺ D0mean)/(D0mean × D0CV)]

To obtain the dead load acting on AE, the sample value of dead
load, D0, using the statistics mentioned above is multiplied with
AE. As for the sheathing panel failures, the dead load is also assumed to be normally distributed using eq. (5) but with Dmean =
77 Pa and DCV = 0.1.
Procedure for calculating the fragility curves
A simple Monte-Carlo technique (Melchers 1999) is employed to
estimate the conditional failure probability as a function of wind

Table 4. Equations used to sample a normal, lognormal, Gumbel or
uniform variate, X, with mean, m, and standard deviation, .
R0
Cpe, Cpi
D0


Distribution

Sample of X, x

Lognormal
Gumbel
Normal
Uniform

x = exp{ln[m/(1 + v2)1/2] + [ln(1 + v2)]1/2⌽−1(p)}
x = u + {−ln[−ln(p)]}/␣
x = m + ⌽−1(p)
x = round{[round(90*p)]/10}*10

Note: p is the standard uniformly distributed random variables between 0
and 1, and ‘round’ is a function to round-off to the nearest integer.

speed, Pf. Table 4 presents the probabilistic distributions assumed
for each variable.
Effects of aerodynamic parameters (roof shape and
neighbouring houses)
Figures 10 and 11 depict the resulting fragility curves for isolated, 2-storey houses in a suburban terrain with gable and hip
roofs, respectively, with roof slopes of 6/12 and a dominant opening in the side wall. The roof slope of 6/12 was selected based on
the houses observed in the damage survey in Angus. In addition,
the gray range indicated in the ﬁgures is DOD-6 wind speed range.
From these ﬁgures, it is clear that the roof shape has a signiﬁcant
effect on the failure-inducing wind speeds. For RTWC failure, the
increase in the median failure wind speeds for the hip-roof compared to the gable-roof is about 50 km/h for the same effective
wind area, with the gable-roof failures falling in the range of wind
speeds associated with DOD-6, while the hip-roof failures tend to
fall outside (above) this range, except for very low probabilities of
failure. It should be emphasized that EF-Scale categories as implemented in Canada span ranges of 40 km/h, so a difference of
50 km/h is greater than one category in the EF-Scale.
To examine the effect of neighbouring houses, the fragility analysis was performed using Cpe obtained from the isolated-house case
(denoted as ‘iso’) as well as those obtained with surrounding
houses in typical suburban patterns (denoted as ‘neigh’). As noted
above, four neighbouring conﬁgurations were examined; Gavanski
et al. (2013) provide the precise details. Examining the results for
these neighbourhood conﬁgurations, it is clear that there is little
in the way of shielding effects for the roof uplift failures. This
would not be the case for the horizontal drag loads. Further work
on this may be required in tornado-vortex simulators, but such
data are not currently available.
When the fragility curves for the RTWC and sheathing panel
failures of gable roofs are compared, the curves for RTWC failure
locate between the two curves for 6d-nail and 8d-nail sheathing
panel failures, regardless of the neighbourhood conﬁguration (except at high values of failure probability). Thus, if 6d nails are used
for the sheathing, one would expect to see greater numbers of
sheathing failures than RTWC failures (or, perhaps, RTWC failures with panels missing from the roof). However, if 8d nails are
used for the sheathing, complete (gable) roof failure is more likely.
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Fig. 10. Fragility curves in different neighbourhood patterns for gable-roofed 2-story houses with a roof slope of 6/12 and a dominant opening
on the side wall in suburban terrain.

Fig. 11. Fragility curves in different neighbourhood patterns for hip-roofed 2-story houses with a roof slope of 6/12 and a dominant opening
on the side wall in suburban terrain.

Thus, when toe-nailed connections on gable roof houses are used,
the RTWCs are the weak link in the vertical load path, not the
sheathing panels. Amini and van de Lindt (2013) came to a similar
conclusion in their analysis. For hip-roofs, failure of 6d-nailed
sheathing is most probable. However, RTWC failure probabilities
are similar to those for 8d-nailed sheathing and one may expect to
see similar numbers of both.
Effects of structural parameters (connection strengths and
missing nails)
Based on the post-storm damage investigation of the houses in
Angus, one of the possible causes for the roof failure was improperly installed RTWC fasteners. The effects of missing nails on the
RTWC capacities on failure wind speed was examined by changing
the R0 information in the fragility analysis based on the tested
RTWC capacity information from Morrison and Kopp (2011).

RTWC using 3 toe nails will be denoted as ‘perfect RTWC’. Based
on Morrison and Kopp (2011) we have assumed two possible patterns for the reduction in capacity due to missing nails. One is to
reduce the R0mean by 25% and 50% for 2-nails and 1 nail per connection, respectively (denoted as ‘pattern 1’). The other is to reduce the R0mean by 1/3 (33%) and 2/3 (66%) for 2-nails and 1 nail per
connection, respectively (denoted as ‘pattern 2‘). For both patterns,
the standard deviation of R, R0SD was reduced by 20% from the
perfect RTWC regardless the number of missing nails. With this
information, the fragility analyses were repeated using one of the
neighbourhood cases (‘neigh1’), one of the combined wind effective zones (L1 + L2 + L3), and the results for gable and hip roofs with
slopes of 6/12. The results are presented in Fig. 12.
The results show that missing fasteners will reduce the failureinducing wind speeds substantially. For the gable roofs, the wind
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Fig. 12. Effect of missing nails on effective wind zone of L1 + L2 + L3 of (a) gable- and (b) hip-roofed 2-story houses with a roof slope of 6/12 and
a dominant opening on the side wall, surrounding by neighbouring models in suburban terrain.

speed at the median failure probability (i.e., Pf = 0.5) is reduced
from about 200 km/h for “perfect” connections to about 160–
170 km/h when two nails are missing from every connection. For
hip roofs, the change is more substantial, going from about 250 km/h
at Pf = 0.5 to 180–200 km/h. For these types of errors, the gable roof
wind speeds at Pf = 0.5 are on the lower side of the DOD-6 range
(even falling below the minimum value) while those for the hip
roofs (at Pf = 0.5) are in the middle of the DOD-6 range.

Fig. 13. Photograph of the box truck model in the wind tunnel
showing the set-up for the Cobra probes and displacement
transducer.

Wind tunnel test results for overturned trucks
Overall approach and scaling considerations
Our interest here is to assess blow-over speeds for a box truck
using the failure-model approach (Surry et al. 2005; Visscher and
Kopp 2007). A model of the truck was constructed with rapid
prototyping methods using a length scale, L = Lm/Lp = 1/50 where
L is a length, the subscript, m, represents model scale, and the
subscript, p, represents the prototype (i.e., full scale). The nominal
size of the truck at this scale is 196 mm by 49 mm in plan and
74 mm in height. A photograph of the model is provided in Fig. 13.
The mass scale (m = Mm/Mp, where M is mass) can be calculated as
M ⫽ 3L. Here, the density scale,  = m/p = 1. The full-scale mass
of the box truck used for the tests was assumed to be 8260 kg,
which represents a fully-loaded condition. For L = 1/50 and  = 1,
this leads to a model-scale mass of 66 g. It should be noted that the
truck appeared to be empty before being lofted. Thus, the analysis below will consider the empty weight, which is assumed to be
5670 kg, or 45 g in model scale, i.e., 69% of the test weight.
The current work is focused on (parked) vehicle motion induced
by the wind, which can be examined via the approaches used for
wind-borne debris. For wind-borne debris, the most important
scaling parameter for wind-induced motion of “loose-laid” objects
(i.e., objects that are not fastened to a stronger underlying structure) is the ratio of the aerodynamic force to the gravitational
force. Both the Tachikawa number (Holmes et al. 2006),
(6)

K⫽

airV2A
⫽ Fr2
2Mg

and the Froude number
(7)

Fr ⫽

V

兹gL

measure the relative importance of these quantities. Here, air is
the air density, V is the air (wind) velocity, A is the cross-sectional
area of the object, g is the gravitational acceleration, and  is a
buoyancy parameter (see Baker 2007). These quantities set the
scaling relationship between the velocity and length scales, as
long as the density scale,  ⫽ 1. Typically, the Froude number
is used as a scaling parameter for wind loading problems where
mass scaling is required (e.g., for long-span bridges) while the

Tachikawa number is used for problems of wind-borne debris.
Here we will use Fr for convenience. Since the gravitational acceleration cannot be scaled in wind tunnel studies, Froude number
scaling implies that once the length scale is set, the velocity scale
is determined by V ⫽ Vm/Vp ⫽ 兹L. Using the vehicle length scale
of 1/50 yields a velocity scale of 1/7.1.
Wind tunnel simulation
The wind speed proﬁle and turbulence intensities close to the
ground in tornadoes are largely unknown, as discussed above.
However, tornadoes are likely highly turbulent (although actual
levels are unknown) and characterized by large swings in wind
direction as they pass by. Here, two boundary layer simulations
were used in Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel 1 at the University of
Western Ontario to obtain overturning wind speeds for the box
truck. Gust speeds at failure are measured directly, which is expected to minimize variation in the results, while the use of the
two proﬁles provides an indication of the sensitivity to details in
the ﬂow structure and turbulence. In particular, the two wind
tunnel conﬁgurations were chosen such that one had a fairly ﬂat
velocity proﬁle while the other was rougher with higher turbulence levels. The turbulence intensities at the top of the truck
(3.7 m in full scale) were 16% and 24%, respectively. The tests were
conducted with the wind normal to the side of the truck, to produce the lowest failure wind speeds; however, such bluff-body
shapes are not particularly sensitive to wind direction even if the
wind is oblique up to ±45o (Haan et al. 2011). As well, the shifts in
wind direction as a tornado passes will change so the worst case is
likely to be appropriate to the analysis, given all of the other
assumptions and simpliﬁcations (particularly the inability to induce lofting of the truck, which requires higher wind speeds and,
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likely, a signiﬁcant vertical wind component). Thus, the current
results are not likely deﬁnitive, but give an indication of current
understanding. They will be discussed in detail below.
Test methods and measured results
The current tests involved the overturning failure of a model
truck placed on a plywood surface such that the model had the
same friction coefﬁcient as tires on asphalt. The wind tunnel
speed was increased slowly until the vehicle slid or overturned,
following the procedure developed by Visscher and Kopp (2007).
Overturning failure was the primary mode of failure. In the simulated boundary layer ﬂows, Cobra probe measurements were
made simultaneously with a displacement transducer so that the
gust speed at failure and an equivalent 3 s speed could be determined directly from the recorded data. Equivalent, 3 s gust wind
speeds were obtained using the time scale relationships set by the
use of the Froude scaling. Further details can be found in Stedman
(2012). Twenty-ﬁve tests were conducted in each terrain conﬁguration.
Using the Froude number scaling, the average instantaneous
wind speeds at failure were 49 and 53 m/s for the two terrain
conditions, with a standard deviation of about 5–6% for each.
Using the time histories of wind speed measured from the Cobra
probes, along with the Froude scaling, the equivalent 3 s gust
speeds were found to be in the range 45–51 m/s (160–180 km/h).
Assuming that the overturning moment coefﬁcient does not
change, the empty truck would have overturned at a wind speed
that is 17% lower, yielding a range of 37–42 m/s (130–150 km/h).
Lofting of the vehicle would be expected at higher speeds. For
example, Haan et al. (2011) found in their tornado-vortex simulator study that lofting speeds for a minivan are 50% higher than
overturning speeds in the same vortex.
Vehicle damage is not accounted for in the EF-Scale. In contrast,
Fujita (1971) noted that vehicles can be lofted at F2, with 3 s gust
wind speeds rated as 190–260 km/h (Table 2). Schmidlin et al. (2002)
assessed that “semi-trucks and other high proﬁle trucks, trailers, and
buses may be tipped over” at F1 wind speeds, i.e., 125–190 km/h. Thus,
the current results are consistent with those of Schmidlin et al.
(2002), for the box truck both with and without a load. For lofting,
the wind speeds would almost certainly be higher than the
150 km/h observed overturning of the empty truck. Since the
EF-Scale in Canada has a range of 180–220 km/h for EF-2, it would
appear that lofting of an empty box truck would occur in the
upper EF-1 and perhaps into the EF-2 range of wind speeds given
Haan et al.’s (2011) ﬁndings. Further work on lofting vehicles using
tornado-vortex simulators will be needed to resolve the uncertainty with respect to this issue, particularly because of the vertical component of the wind, which may have been augmented at
the location of the truck by the presence of the house. In the next
section we address the correlation between this failure and those
observed on the adjacent houses.

Discussion
Global roof failures — DOD-6
Fujita noted that “roofs are torn off frame houses” at F2 with a
range of wind speeds of 190–260 km/h. Roof failures of woodframe houses correspond to DOD-6, which has been given a range
of 165–230 km/h in the EF-Scale with an ‘expected’ value of
195 km/h. Comparing the Fujita and Enhanced-Fujita Scales, the
F2 range spans EF-2 and EF-3, with EF-2 in Canada being 180–
220 km/h and EF-3 being 225–265 km/h. Considering the range of
failure wind speeds found in the current fragility analyses, along
with the discussion in the original EF-Scale documentation (WSEC
2006, which states that the range for DOD-6 spans from a low end
with errors in construction to performance of roofs with hurricane straps at the high end), it would appear that the EF-Scale
DOD wind speeds should be interpreted as average or median
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values. Otherwise, the ranges of failure wind speeds associated for
each DOD for each Damage Indicator make little sense.
Considering the current fragility analysis, the median value for
gable roofs with code-based, toe-nailed RTWCs is about 200 km/h
(Fig. 10). For hip roofs it is about 260 km/h (Fig. 11). Thus, the
current analysis indicates that the EF-Scale is appropriate for gable roofs, but underestimates the failure-inducing wind speeds for
global failure of hip roofs even with Environment Canada’s (2013)
added note to use the upper end of the range (i.e., 230 km/h) for
hip roofs. Interestingly, Fujita’s original scale appears to give closer
values. While wind tunnel tests in tornado-like vortex ﬂows would
be desirable to conﬁrm such results, particularly to account for the
vertical component of the wind, it appears likely that the EF-Scale DIs
should distinguish between these roof shapes for wood-frame houses.
As discussed in the introduction, the EF-Scale (WSEC 2006) report discusses the effects of missing fasteners, such that the effects of missing fasteners imply that the lower bound for DOD-6
should be used, i.e., 165 km/h. The current results suggest that the
lower bound of 165 km/h for DOD-6 is reasonable for a typical or
average failure wind speed, with median values of about 160–
170 km/h found for the case of two missing nails on gable roofs
(Fig. 12), while being higher for hip roofs (180–200 km/h; Fig. 12).
Thus, the lower bound speed for DOD-6 appears to be sufﬁciently
accurate to deal with errors for gable roofs, while the expected
value for the current DOD-6 applies to hip roofs with signiﬁcant
errors in the toe-nailed connections.
Correlation between DOD-4 and box-truck lofting
As noted above, overturning of an empty box truck likely occurs
in the range of speeds from about 130 to 150 km/h. Higher speeds
are expected for lofting of a box truck, which was observed in the
Angus event. Adjacent to the truck failure are several houses with
DOD-4 damage including roof sheathing failures and the inward
collapse of garage doors. Figures 10 and 11 indicate that the wind
speed for the median probability of failure for sheathing fastened
with 8d nails is about 230 km/h for gable roofs and 260 km/h for
hip roofs, assuming that there are no missing nails. These speeds
appear to be considerably higher than the range of wind speeds
for the box truck failure, and suggesting that the ‘expected’ value
of 155 km/h for DOD-4 may be low for sheathing for panels with no
errors, noting that no assessment could be made of missing nails
in the damage survey. Further research on this seems warranted,
in particular the effect of the vertical components of the wind on
sheathing performance.

Conclusions
The damage observed in the Angus tornado is consistent with
the EF-2 category, based on complete roof failures of wood-frame
houses. The post-storm ﬁeld survey indicated that much of the
structural roof and wall damage was associated with poor construction quality caused by missing toe-nails in the roof-to-wall
connections and nails in the inter-story wall-to-ﬂoor connections.
However, a fragility analysis of these failures, which considered
the effects of missing nails, suggests that this tornado had wind
speeds in the EF-2 range. The results of the fragility analysis also
suggest that the wind speeds associated with various DIs/DODs
should be associated with median failure probabilities since the
wide range of wind speeds associated with the full range of wind
speeds exceed the ranges provided in the EF-Scale. In addition, the
Environment Canada modiﬁcation of DOD-6 wind speeds for failure of wood-frame roofs, which indicates higher values for hip
roofs, is well justiﬁed, although the current analysis indicates
higher wind speeds still. A lofted and overturned U-Haul box truck
was also observed in the ﬁeld survey to be well correlated with
repetitive shingle, roof sheathing, and garage door failures. These
conclusions are based on an analysis of boundary layer wind tunnel results, which likely only apply away from the core of vortex
in the region where the wind directions are primarily horizontal.
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Further research is needed using tornado-vortex simulators to
determine the effects of the vertical component of the wind on
roof failures, in particular.
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